A theorem of Krasnosielski-Perov-Rabinowitz type on fixed point sets properties is given in Bo spaces for a class of maps broader then compact maps. This is applied to the Darboux problem for a hyperbolic equation.
This paper deals with characterization of sets of solutions of equations in locally convex linear topological spaces, or, to be more specific, in Bo spaces. We use topological degree methods to obtain our main Theorem (16). Theorem (16) is a generalization of Theorem [4;(2.2)], which applies to fixed point sets of compact maps in Bo spaces, to a broader class of "k-setcontractive" maps. It goes parallel to a theorem of W. V. Petryshyn [11] on fixed point sets properties of some k-set-contractions in Banach spaces. The required extension of the Banach space notion of measure of noncompactness and k-set-contraction to the case of a Bo space is done in the first part of the paper. Next we use the ideas of R. D. Nussbaum [10] to define a topological degree for some k-set-contractions in Bo spaces. The theory of k-set-contractive and more general condensing maps in locally convex linear topological spaces is also given in the paper of B. N. Sadovskii [12] .
It should be stated that the proof of theorem (16) makes use, via Lemma (15) ([4;(3.1)], for a corresponding Banach space result see [8] ), of theorem of N. Aronszajn [2] : the intersection A of a sequence of subsets {/4 n } of a metric space X is an TZs-set in X, provided A n are compact absolute retracts and {A n } converges to A in the sense of Hausdorff metric. Recall that A C X is an 7^5-set in X iff it is homeomorphic to an intersection of a decreasing sequence of compact absolute retracts. An 7^-set is acyclic-in particular compact and connected.
At the end, as an application, the structure of the Darboux problem for a hyperbolic partial differential equation is studied in an unbounded domain. The right side is assumed to satisfy Caratheodory conditions and allowed to depend on derivatives of the unknown function. An existence theorem for a similar problem (with continuous right-hand side and in a bounded domain) was proved by K. Goebel [5] . The author would like to express his gratitude to Professor T. Pruszko for his statement of the problem and helpfull assistance.
Semimeasures of noncompactness
Let E denote a metrizable complete locally convex space (i.e. a Bospace or in other words a Frechet space) with topology induced by a sequence of seminorms {<? n | n £ N}. If U n = {x £ E\q n (x) < 1}, then U = {eU n | n 6 N,£ > 0} is a basis of absolutely convex neighbourhoods of zero. We say that a set A C E is <7"-bounded if q n (A) is a bounded subset of R, and denote by B n the family of all g n -bounded subsets of E. Then B = Di^n | " G N} is the family of all bounded subsets of E.
(1) DEFINITION. For n £ N let 7" : B n R + , 7"(yl) = inf{i > 0 | there exists a finite set X CE such that Ac.V + SU n }.
(2) Remark. If E n = E/q~1( 0) is a quotient space and jr n : E -<• E n the projection, then the formula H n (A) = 7"(7r~1(y4)) for any || • \\"-bounded set A C E n , where ||[a:]||n = <7n(z)> defines a ball measure of noncompactness fi n in the Banach space (.Entll • ||n)-Justified by the above remark we shall call the functions {7 n | n £ N} semimeasures of noncompactness induced by seminorms {g n | n € N}. They have the known properties of a Banach space ball measure of noncompactness (c.f. [5] ). Since relatively compact sets in a complete space are totally bounded sets we have Then A00 = | m € N} is a nonempty compact set.
Proof. We first prove that A00 / 0. We shall use the double diagonal Fix n -1. We choose a subsequence {ai)TO} of {am} such that {ai,m} C + 8\U\ for some 1} £ Xj 1 , then we choose a subsequence {a2im} of {oi,m} such that {02,m} CiJ+ 6\U\ for some E Iji aR d so on-when is already defined, we choose {a;tim} to be its subsequence such that {dfc.m} C + f>\U\ for some x\ £ X\. Puting a l m = am,m we get a subsequence {a^} of {am} which is a Cauchy sequence with respect to q\.
Using the same method for n = 2 we define a subsequence {a^,} of {aj"} which is a Cauchy sequence with respect to both <71 and <72, and generally when {aDj -1 } is already defined and is a Cauchy sequence with respect to 02» • • •> Qn-i we define its subsequence {a^} which is a Cauchy sequence with respect to qi, q2, ..., qn• We put am = a™ for m G N. Then {am} is a subsequence of {am} and is a Cauchy sequence (with respect to each qn).
Hence am -• a for some a £ E and obviously a £ A^.
The compactness of Aoo follows from (4) and the fact that 7n(/loo) = 0 for each n £ N since by (3.1), inMoo) < ln{Am) for every n,m € N.
• Let F : D E, where D is a closed subset of E, be a continuous map.
We shall introduce the following: 
Proof. For an arbitrary compact C C E let A = (I -F) -1 (C). Then A C F(A) + C and ln{A) < 7n{F(A) + C) < ln{F[A))
for each n G N because of (3) and (4). But this implies that 7= 0 for each n G N since F is condensing.
• An example of a {A; n }-{7n}-contraction is given by ( 
8) PROPOSITION. Let us assume that a continuous map V : D x D -• E satisfies the following conditions (8.1) V(A,y) is relatively compact for every bounded A C D and y £ D (i. e. the map V(-,y) : D -• E is completely continuous), (8.2) for each n G N there exists kn > 0 such that qn{V(x,yi) -V(x,y2)) < knqn(yi -y2) for all x € D and y\,y2 € D (i.e. the section V(x,-) : D -• E is a {kn)-{qn}-contraction).

Then the map F : D -• E, F(x) = V(x,x) is a
Notice that {A' m } is a decreasing sequence of closed and convex sets and
Hence K^ is a closed, convex and invariant set (i.e. F(G fl A'oo) C A'oo)-Moreover the set of fixed points FixF of the map F is contained in K^. We denote by r : E -• Ka retraction.
(9) LEMMA. Let us assume that C C E is a closed, convex and invariant set (i. e. F(Gi)C) C C) such that /i'oo C C, and R : E C is a retraction. Consider the map
Proof. Since FixF C Koo C C, the inclusion FixF C Fix^ follows. In order to prove the inclusion Fi xH C FixF let us suppose that
Let us note that a topological degree is defined for the class of compact vector fields (c.f. [9] ). The following corollary is an immediate consequence of the above lemma. by means of (10). Hence r t H(-,t) ,
3) if H e AH(G), then H(-,t) 6 A(G) for each t e
by means of (10). The compact homotopy RH is admissible and the proof is complete.
•
The following propositions give examples of admissible maps and homotopies.
(12) PROPOSITION. //F : G -• E is a strict set-contraction, then the set li'oo = Koo{F,G) is compact (possibly empty). Hence F £ -4(G), provided
Proof. The set R\ = co F(G) is a bounded set, hence {Kn} is a decreasing sequence of closed bounded sets (possibly empty) and for each n 6 N we have 7n(A'm+i) = 7n(coF(GnKm)) < ktfrXG n Kn) < kn%(Km), 
] -• E be a strict set-contractive homotopy (i. e. we assume that H(G x [0,1]) is a bounded set and i n (H(A x [0,1])) < knin(A) with kn < 1, n 6 N, for some {7"} and an arbitrary bounded A C G). Then Qoo = Q^H^G) is a compact set. Moreover H € AH{G), provided YixH C G.
] -» E, H(x, t) = (1 -t) F 0 {x) + t F^x) satisfies assumptions of (IS) and hence H (E AH(G) provided FixH C G.
P roof. The set H(G x [0,1]) C co(/o(G) U Fi(C?)) is bounded and for an arbitrary n € N and a bounded
< max(Ar 0) "7"(>l),fci )n 7"(>l)) < kn^/n(A), where kn = max(fco,n, &iin) < 1. •
Structure of fixed point sets of strict set-contractions
The sequence of seminorms {<?"} generating the topology of E is now assumed to be non decreasing.
Let / : G -• E be a continuous map and {en} a sequence of positive reals tending to zero. A sequence of continuous maps {/" : G -• E \ n G N} is an {£"}-{g"}-approximation of the map /, if q n (fn(x) -/(z)) < £ n for all n G N and x G G.
The following lemma was proved in [4] 
is a homeomorphism for each n G N.
Then / -1 (0) is an 7Zs-set in the space E.
Let denote a sequence of seminorms equivalent to {g n } (not necessarily non decreasing) and let {7n} be a corresponding sequence of semimeasures of noncompactness. Now we prove our main result. Proof. It suffices to check that the maps / = I -F and f n -I -F n . n G N, satisfy the assumptions of lemma (15). By virtue of (7) the map / is proper, hence it satisfies the condition (15.1). Moreover / is a closed map, hence (2e n U n ) n f(dG) = 0 for sufficiently large n G N, since 0 £ f{dG). Then for every y G £ n U n the linear homotopy
y (x, t) = (1 -t) F(x) + t (F n (x) -y)
has no fixed points on dG and, by (14), H ntV G AH{G). Thus deg(/ n -y, G, 0) = deg(/, G, 0) ^ 0 for all y G e n ll". _ We have shown that e n U n C f n (G) for sufficiently large n G N. By virtue of (16.2) and (7) f n : f~1(e n U n ) £ n U n is a one-to-one closed continuous map, hence it is a homeomorphism. • 1) for all (x,y\u,r,s,t) 6 A x R 4 ", : £ -• £ is a {A; n }-{p"}-contraction with k n < 1, n G N, for a suitable sequence of seminorms {p n } in equivalent to {p n }-The assertion will then follow from (8) Since S is continuous and one-to-one, it is homeomorphic on compact sets, and S(FixF) is an 7^-set in C.
